Strategies for the inhibition of protein aggregation in human diseases.
Protein misfolding and aggregation has been related to several human disorders, generally termed protein aggregation diseases. These diseases include neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and Huntington's diseases and peripheral disorders such as systemic amyloidosis and type 2 diabetes. The complexity of the aggregation processes and the intertwined events account for the fact that no effective disease-modifying treatments for these disorders are currently available. Nevertheless, in-depth research into the aggregation processes has recently yielded major insights into some key mechanisms of aggregation-mediated cell toxicity, offering new targets for drug development. In addition, recent findings in the field have identified similar features, revealing the possibility of shared mechanisms and hence potential common approaches for intervention. This review aims to give an overview of potential strategies for tackling protein aggregation and its associated toxicity, focusing on protein aggregation in human disease.